
THE EDWARD THOMAS FELLOWSHIP 

 
 … I’d have it blowing that I might go with it  
 Somewhere far off, where there are trees no more   
           And I could wake and not know where I was 
 Nor even wonder if they would roar again. 

 

   ‘Up in the Wind’  
                     (1914) 

 

 

 

The Birthday Walk - Sunday 2
nd

 March 2014 
 

As in previous years, there will be two walks during the day, and you are welcome to join either or 
both walks. 
 
The walks will be led by Mike Cope and will start at the car park of Bedales School, Church Road, 
Steep, GU32 2DG. Parking and toilets will be available throughout the day.  
 
Those coming on the morning walk should meet in the car park between 10:00 and 10:15 am. 
The morning walk (a fairly strenuous 4 ½ miles) will start at 10:30 am prompt, and will include a visit 
to the memorial stone, on the Shoulder of Mutton Hill. 
 
The afternoon walk will start at 2:30pm from the car park of Bedales School, and will be a more 
leisurely stroll of  around 2 ½ miles. 
 
Members of the Fellowship will read appropriate poems and prose during the walks and at the end 
of our lunch break. 
 
Please wear appropriate clothing and footwear (walking boots or wellingtons) for both walks.  
 
All those participating in the walks do so at their own risk. 
 
Our lunch stop will be at Steep Memorial Village Hall. Those who have booked in advance will be 
served lunch in the hall. Anyone who wishes to bring their own packed lunch is welcome to eat it 
here. If the weather is unseasonably warm, you can use the garden or car park area at Bedales! For 
those who prefer a pub lunch, the Cricketers Inn is only a 10 min walk away. 
 
We shall end the day at Steep Church around 4:00 pm, where tea will be available at a modest cost. 
This will be followed by the Fellowship’s short AGM and the Birthday Tribute, which will include 
selected readings from the prose works of Edward Thomas. 
 
          *********************** 
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The Morning Walk (10:30 am) 
 
Leave Bedales School via the footpath on the right hand edge of the car park. Turn left when you 
reach Church Road and then right along Mill Lane. Pass the war memorial where Edward Thomas 
(Lieutenant R.T.A.) is numbered in the roll of honour for Steep. Proceed downhill and bear left along 
Island Farm Lane. Continue up this steadily rising slope past the livery until the gradient levels out 
and the lane becomes enclosed with high banks on both sides. At the end of the road, bear right past 
‘Byways’ (former home of Muirhead Bone – Britain’s first official war artist). 
 
We shall pause here for a reading. 
 
On the high banks of the lane you can see the exposed strata of local malmstone, with tree roots 
entwined around it. When the road bears sharp right, keep ahead along the Hangers Way into 
Ashford Hangers. To the right of the track are the shallow clear waters of the Ashford Stream. In due 
course pass Lutcombe Pond, with water of amazing clarity, which has been filtered through the chalk 
of the surrounding hills. The source of the Ashford Stream rises from the foot of Stoner Hill and flows 
into Lutcombe pond. In due course, you’ll reach the junction that was the setting for the poem: ‘The 
Tale’. 
 
We shall pause here for a reading. 
 
When you see a wooden fingerpost, bear right along the Hangers Way. This track – often scarred 
and rutted by rainwater- gets progressively steeper. There are loose broken rocks on the left that 
have fallen from the bank of Upper Greensand and the exposed roots of the hanging yew trees 
intertwine with the underlying geology. Water has gouged out deep channels in the white chalky 
path. As you gain height, the Greensand is mixed up with more friable strata, and the views to the 
right across the South Downs improve.  Fallen beech and yew trunks litter the path on both sides – 
the usual casualties of Hanger Country. When you see a stile, bear half right and proceed downhill 
along a sloping path. The route narrows as it contours around the hanger. Step over, duck under, or 
walk around any fallen trees that have blown over and may be blocking the path. Eventually, you’ll 
cross a stile to emerge on the Shoulder of Mutton Hill. Bear left here for the memorial stone - erected 
in 1937 to commemorate the 20th anniversary of Edward’s death.  
 
We shall pause at the memorial stone for some readings. 
 
Proceed downhill for 100 metres , then bear left into yew woodland and follow the path that curves 
round in a semi-horseshoe. Just before a memorial bench to Ellen McCutcheon – ‘who dearly loved 
these Hangers’- bear right down a narrow path that takes you gently downhill. At the bottom, go 
right along a wide track with steep banks. Turn right at the T-junction, and then sharp left when you 
reach a gate. Follow the path through woodland, then bear left at the next junction. Continue along 
the right hand edge of a ploughed field and at the road, go right and then immediately left along a 
tarmac drive in the direction of the Hangers Way. When the drive ends, bear half left along a path 
that is invariably muddy, even on the hottest summer day! Follow the path as it zig-zags right and 
then left, across a sloping meadow. Pass Little Langleys bird hide, then turn right down steps and 
past a spectacular waterfall. When you gain the road, maintain direction up Mill Lane and past 
‘Oakridge’ - the former home of sci-fi writer John Wyndham. Bear left at the T-junction and take the 
first footpath on the right, to return to the car park of Bedales School.  
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The Morning Walk (4 ½ miles) 
 

 

 

 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
       

 
  The Afternoon Walk (2 ½ miles) 
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The Afternoon Walk (2:30 pm) 

 
We start the walk with a reading. 
 
Locate the south western corner of the car park and follow signs for the Olivier Theatre. Pick up the 
gravel path (that passes to right of theatre) and fork right at the first junction. When you reach a 
main road, bear right along footpath and go straight across the next junction near the Cricketers Inn 
(setting for the poem ‘Aspens’). Take the first path on the right along a narrow hedged avenue and 
keep ahead across a green. Pass a cluster of houses before you reach a wooden swing gate. Follow 
path as it arcs round to the right around the edge of a large field. Eventually the path doubles back 
on itself and swings right. Continue along narrow fenced path until you reach a road. Go right 
towards the junction at Island Farm Lane, then bear left, past ‘Byways’ (former home of  
“the Bone’s”). Helen Thomas describes this sunken lane with high banks in her memoir ‘World 
without End’: 
 ’We were very isolated here… tucked away among trees and hills, and the winding lane which led to 
the outer world was the darkest lane I have ever known; so deep and dark it was that the entrance 
to it on the main road looked like the entrance to a tunnel’.  
 
We shall pause here for a reading. 
 
Follow the lane as it bears sharp right, past a cottage with a high-pitched roof, and a crumbling 
malmstone wall, reinforced with masonry nails and capped with ridge tiles and climbing plants. In 
due course, you will pass Berryfield Cottage (the Thomas’s first home in Steep, where they lived from 
1906 until 1909). Take the next right along a tarmac drive (The Hangers Way) and then half left 
along a woodland path. Zig zag right and then left across a sloping meadow and bear right down 
steps and past a spectacular waterfall (setting for the poem ‘The Mill-Water’).When you gain the 
road, maintain direction up Mill Lane. At the first junction, go left through a metal swing gate and 
follow gravel path around field edge, with woodland on right. Maintain direction at field corner 
through another metal swing gate and into woodland. Continue up rising path until you reach a 
bench and information board. 
 
We shall pause here for a reading. 
 
Fork right across green and towards the spire of All Saints Church, Steep. Bear right when you gain 
the road and keep going until you reach the car park of Bedales School. 
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